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Castagneto Carducci Stage 4.
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PWT Italy in association with PWT Travel
based in Norway have been holding
quality Orienteering Events which make
fantastic holidays for over a decade
now. MOC (Mediterranean Orienteering
Championships), Adriatic Meeting, 5+5,
5 Day Events in Puglia, Sicily, Tuscany, some
Dolomites are just some of the events fast
they have had and still hold. The key tracks and
man in Italy is Gabriele Viale, (and his sections
assistant Giulia!). A cheerful outgoing of
forest.
man, he is able to connect with not just Then
came
fellow orienteers, but all the relevant the sting in
locals which need to be liaised with in the tail. Moving
order to make these events happen. From from 1:5000 to
the chief of police to the local theatre 1:2000, the new
owner who he persuades to let us into his Claes Nideborn map
theatre for the prize-giving at Castagneto of the hotel complex
Carducci when it starts to drizzle!
and surrounding streets
What is different to other events, is provided some interesting
that PWT Italy provide a complete O route-choice and caught many
holiday solution. Gabriele finds excellent people out. You had to keep
accommodation with super food, and focus and tempo high if you
offers deals which include everything. were going to succeed. All Pineta di Cecina
Transport too can be part of the package. courses during the week Scale 1:5000, 2.5m
Survey: Pradel Roberto & Roar Valstad
Many orienteers are quite independent were long Sprint/short 2014. Cartography: Claes Nideborn &
people and it might make you uneasy Middle in distance, and Stefan G Larsson, Svezia April 2015
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to buy into a package. Indeed some opt the flat terrain meant there
for self-catering accommodation options were many tired
and/or get a hire car; those are possible bodies
finishing
too of course, but it can be rather nice beside the outdoor
to just let the coaches and the hotel swimming pool in
restaurants take the strain. You will never the middle of the
go hungry in Italy, even if you have to wait La Buca del Gatto
a little!
complex.
The 5+5 is not a new concept but The evening was
previously the two weeks have been rounded off by the
different allowing for some people to Stage 1 prize-giving
partake in all 10 days. This year the week - red wine for those
was repeated but with different courses old enough and
at each stage, for the few who did do the chocolate for those
whole lot! The first week proved more not. It would be the
popular with 350 competitors, and maybe following day when The Start, Finish and Assembly at Castagneto Carducci.
half that the second week. Half a dozen the sunshine came out!
Brits made the first week and just one Stages 2 & 3 were held on the same day, the start and finish
made the second. Nevertheless, as you despite the locations being an hour apart! was in a Monastery!
are all in the same Hotel complex and No small task for the PWT Italia team, The sun shone with
often eating, on a bus
but they meet these clear skies. It was
and chilling by the pool
challenges with ease to be a tremendous
day! Eismann came
together, it is very easy
and smiles.
to make friends and
An early start for the to the event and
acquaintances, so it
competitors ‘on the bus’ gave away free icecan be great for the solo
with coaches departing cream to all finishers!
orienteering traveller.
at 0715, first starts Better than being at
So what about the
were at 0930 in the the O-ringen! ;-)
competitors
races? Stage 1 was held
town of Lucca. Lucca As
from the World Famous
was founded by the explored the quaint
La Buca del Gatto resort
Etruscans and became shops, cafes and
in
hotel, and home to many
a Roman colony in 180 restaurants
of the Tuscany 5+5
BC. Lucca offered old Lucca, and dodged
participants.
Starting
town twists and turns, the ever present
in the neighbouring
Piazzas with fountains local cyclists, the
coastal forest of Pineta
and statues, and more PWT Italy team were
di Goretta, the first 75%
old churches that you already on their way
of courses involved David Rosen SROC finishes in
poke a stick at. In fact back to Cecina for
© Gabriele Tolisano
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by The Editor

Volterra

Scale 1:4000, 2.5m

Watching the Tuscan sun set at the bar doing
post race analysis where the Finish & Assembly was at Pineta di Cecina Stage 3.

Stage 3. Used last year in the spring, this
sand dune area has a complex and dense
path network on top of some tricky dunes,
and a mix of greener terrain through to
lightening quick, highly visible pine forest.
Finishing on the beach, competitors got
to swim, build sand castles, take a beer
and chat to fellow competitors whilst they
watched the slowly setting Tuscan sun.
Back at La Buca del Gatto, there was
wine and Olive Oil tasting before the
prize-giving. White wine this time, and
all the M/W12s came on stage to get a
special prize.
Later after dinner, Nicola Manfredi
came to the microphone for some of
his classics, and introduce us to his two
new orienteering songs! Some took the
opportunity for a dance or two.
Then there was a full rest day with

optional coach trips for some cultural.
Although these sold out, many chose to
head to the beach, a few 100ms from the
beach, in order to recuperate for the next
2 races in 10 hours.
It was forecast and the weather started
to turn for the last 2 Stages. First, a new
map in Castagneto Carducci by Claes
Nideborn which was a small old hill top
town. Luckily the rain more or less held
off for all the runners but it was getting
colder. We then moved to Volterra, a
map used last year, but very worthy of
returning to. Volterra is a much larger
more impressive hilltop town. Have a look
at the map. The following week Volterra
was bathed in sunshine but in the first
week, runners had to contend with wet
cobbles and persistent rain - which at
least kept the tourist numbers down.
Overall, the Editor managed to win M21,
Miriam Rosen SROC 2nd on W65 and
Sarah-Jane Barrable SLOW was 2nd on
W21.
Full results and more at www.orienteering.
it Next event? MOC in March based in
Bulgaria. After that 5-days in Tuscany
9-16th July including a full day with race
on the island of Elba and a race on Mt
Amiata 1738 m. above sea level!
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